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1.1.1 [UPDATED] IMPORTANT&URGENT (LEICESTERMUSLIMS): BOY-
COTT THIS COMING EVENT!! READ IN FULL (2016-02-25 13:50)

IMPORTANT & URGENT (LEICESTER MUSLIMS) BOYCOTT THIS EVENT: PLZ READ &
SHARE (SPREAD THE WORD)

Important #ALERT:Dear #Muslims UK say no to @ukhelps @GOVUK @FMO _Leics
Dear Muslim Brothers and Sisters in UK

The UK Gov having failed in all attempts to change you mind on their colonialist-imperialist-
crusading aggression across our beloved Muslim lands and people they are now trying hard to present
their crusading activities and belligerent actions as ”good humanitarian” by coming directly into our
communities and ”talk” to us with the support of their local muppets and pet-monkeys organisation
(funded and created by them to spy on you, to brainwash you and to keep you down and obedient) such
as FMO (Federation of Muslim Organisations which is funded by the GOV anti-terror fund with support
from security services such as MI5; follow the links to local communities committee in the House of
Parliament to read their ”confessions”).

Coming soon in Leicester #UKHelps with support of #FMO treacherous worthless monkeys the
UK Gov has sent out leaflets inviting community members to ”hear their version of truth” of why exactly
they are/and are interfering in Syria because they say ”dont rely on hearsay. hear it first hand” FUCK
OFF. let us repeat with utmost respect or whatever ... F-U-C-K O-F-F. No one is interested.

We know the truth, we see [in pain] the truth of bloodshed in the name of ”humanitarian support”
from Yemen as you arm the Saudi monkeys, to Bahrain, to Maghrib to Afghanistan and beyond... so
again FUCK OFF and ANYONE WHO IS THINKING OF ATTENDING KNOW THIS – YOU ARE
ONLY ACCEPTING AND ENCOURAGING (ENABLING) THESE CRUSADERS (IMPERIALIST-
COLONIALIST AGGRESSORS) TO CONTINUE TO CAUSE BLOODSHED AND CRAFTING (IN
SECRET AND IN FULL SUPPORT) VIOLENCE WITHIN OUR BELOVED HOLY LANDS AND
PEOPLE OF ISLAM. SHAME AND DISGRACE YOU ARE. PERIOD.

Why dont they accept Syrian refugees with open arms rather than trying to present their ”true ver-
sions”?

Here is something to read, as behind doors they are CAUGHT saying ’REALITY’ of their inten-
tions on Syria and other places. This article has been published in US by a respected paper.

We tweeted it here like this;

What @George _Osborne said @ #ImperialCouncil (@CFR _org) on #Syria ’We’re going wit u
as we REASSERT Western values’ http://nationalinterest.org/feature/david-cameron-the-making-
neocon-15264?pag e=show …

Or go here for full link: https://t.co/wAfaeQAwAJ

Please dearest brothers, sisters and elders do not enable these crusading colonialists-imperialists
aggressors by attending these, please.

Jazakallah Kher

©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com 7
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Said at Jerusalem Group (Highfields, Leicester)

UPDATED:

We know who will be attending; these are the same group of people made up of family members
and friends (that is it) never an actual new attendee or support of these idiots and local muppets. We have
sit and took pictures and we will be doing the same for those attending next week’s events and we can
be sure they will be the same; the running-scam for the idiots and puppets feeding their paymasters. haha.

Guardian REVEALS what we WARNED you Against ‘Help For Syria’ etc | Jerusalem Group (2016-05-03
09:35:10)
[…] So most recent after the formation of Help for Syria UK group and its announcement of a meeting near
us, Leicester’s Highfields area, to explain Syria etc We warned you all about this group (as we had about
others, incl. FMO, do a search for ‘FMO’ here for more articles, also ‘The Truth About ISIS etc), follow this
link for what and how we said it: https://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2016/02/25/important-urgent-leices
ter-muslims-boycott-this-co… […]
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1.2.1 RECRUITMENT Phase Two (Military Leadership; Officers & Junior Of-
ficers): Full Training to be Provided (No Pay Initially) (2016-03-20 14:01)

OK. After phase one recruitment of specialists, we are now recruiting for immediate active action
combatants.

Please note;

1. You must accept our political ideology and vision; creating an Islamic democracy, giving final say
and power of governance and authority to our people directly. You must familiarize yourself with
this political manifesto ([1]click here).

2. You must accept and follow of military doctrine ([2]click here).

3. You can be straight or gay/lesbian or transgender/male/female, whatever color/race/ethnicity/tribes
and hold whatever religious or political beliefs or none - we do not care, we only care that you are
fed up with mindless violence ”in the name of God orWestern-imposed Freedoms” and truly desire
to see the liberation, unity and protection (ever after) of our people and lands (Muslim Ummah).

4. You must be informed that we support LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender), Women
and all human/civil/individual (incl. religious) rights; including the right to same-sex marriages
and their right to have a family etc.

5. You must be informed that you will not be paid most of the time, esp., during initial phases of the
struggle, but later you will be rewarded with monetary reimbursement (for full period of service)
as well as positions of influence for your sacrifices and struggle.

6. However you must be informed that we do not seek and will not accept the institutionalization of
yet another form of tyranny, puppetry or any wicked trait or outline. Our people will have the final
say on who to govern them and with what laws.

7. Youmust be informed our lawswill be a selection of the best of Shar’ia (minus corporal punishment
e.g. of adulterers, thieves, sexually alternative etc - all these are pagan and our ancestral, ape-like,
practices; just watch discovery or other wildlife documentaries or programmes you will witness
how apes stone their ’unfaithful’ women, or tear to pieces disloyal members (e.g. thieves etc).

8. You must be informed instituting democracy does not mean we are western-supported yet another
monkeys or stooges, no, because democracy is not a western practice but a human practice of
necessity to move a civilized society away from mindless violence and to replace it with votes.
This means no one can come and claim through force and monopoly of violence to have the right
(by whatever justification, religious or otherwise) to rule over us and our greater lands and people.

9. You must be informed that we are not religious, just political!

Now those who show interest in recruitment for military commander/leadership/officer-ship posi-
tions need to know that;
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1. you must accept all of the above plus those included within attached document links

2. you will be provided with full competent military officer and combat training

3. you will need to be between 21 to 40 years old, of all genders (Male/Female/Transgender), religious
beliefs or none, races, ethnicities etc.

4. you need to be university-graduated and most essentially (initially in specific) from fields of sci-
ences, medicine, engineering, IT, mechanical, social sciences, arts and humanities, politics, history.

5. For Professionals: we need critically competent medical practitioners (doctors, nurses, healthcare
specialists), engineers (water, power, public utilities), economist, accountants, public administra-
tors, social services and welfare, teachers, and if you already have military experiences that is
kudos.

6. Initially you will not be informed of the whereabouts of first initial deployment

7. We will need to register and inform ourselves to local security and policing; these issues will be
done by ’HR officer’.

8. Please be very informed that you are getting into a difficult choice when you decide to comewith us;
forget romanticism of heroes and rambos, and think hell (worst things you can ever imagine). This
is to make sure those few elites who are to chosen to scarficie all and come with us will definitely
change the course of history, because only the will to fight to death and stand by principals against
all that hell can throw at you can truly change our people and lands fortunes from the hands of
”jihadists and their gods”, ”puppets and their own gods” to hands of our people directly and their
directly elected popular governments.

There are moment in history that are so defining that sitting on the side line is not an option and this is that
moment for us, our people, and the future of children. So think hard before showing interest it is not like
deciding to have Chinese for dinner or Indian, or to take that job or not...it might be your last ever decision.

Good Luck.

Please note we are not at war with western nations, government or people or other nations and
people including governments, our primary goal and focus is to seek a peaceful and less bloodier
approach to liberating, empowering through unity and in defense our people and nations under one
governing center; a good government with good laws and good arms for protection not offense or threats.

If you are interested please get in touch via email to altawhid.leicester@hotmail.co.uk with sub-
ject ’To Serve & Protect’ (a pun).

1. https://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/giap-a-political-manifesto/
2. https://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/al-qaeda-3-0-or-united-muslim-front-for-liberation-
unity-the-remaking-of-the-global-islamic-resistance/
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1.2.2 The Reality of Surveillance of Muslims: An American Case Study (UK ’to
advanced in surveillance culture’, US ’to cowboy-ish) (2016-03-28 12:02)

The article reprinted comes [1]from the Guardian (rightful holder of all copyrights). Its a MUST-READ
for every Muslim in the West.

UK uses same practices but with almost zero scrutiny from any ”independent” media, parliament
committees, civil societies etc. Check this out as an example and we can also provide actual footage or
’walk-about around the targeted-communities to show you every surveillance points, tools, posts and
so forth; [2]https://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2015/11/16/our-big-longi tudinal-study-3-months-
with-empricial-evidence-are-you-a-british-or-western -muslim-if-so-this-is-how-the-state-watches-
surveillance-you-as-potential-t erroristcriminalized-24/

American, Muslim, and under constant watch: the emotional toll of surveillance
The visits to Ahsan Samad’s home by NYPD officers and then FBI agents have left him traumatized –
but advocates say his story echoes that of many others muslim-surveillance-01

‘In the beginning it felt like urban legends, but then everyone had stories or had heard stories. We
knew about informants and undercovers well before the reports came out.’ Illustration: Emma Ahlqvist

Rose Hackman

Sunday 27 March 2016 13.00 BST Last modified on Monday 28 March 2016 00.41 BST
Ahsan Samad sits on the sofa in the living room of his small family home in Brooklyn, New York. The
30-year-old plumber leans forward and carefully pours the coffee his mother has just brought in from
the kitchen. His young niece and nephew are playing in a nearby room.

“I know I have done nothing wrong. I am constantly thinking about it. Their visits made me terri-
fied.”

Samad looks up, bewildered and confused. He is trying to lay out the complexity of the mental
hell the past four and a half years have been for him.

Samad is an American citizen with no criminal record – no arrests, no felonies. But in the shift-
ing eyes of the American law, he is something worthy of seeming extra attention. Samad is not just
American – he is also Muslim.
’Part of growing up Muslim’: calls for surveillance not new for Brooklynites
Read more
Over the course of more than four years between September 2011 and 2015, he received at least five
visits to his home by NYPD and then FBI officers. He says the visiting officers came with no warrant
and used threatening and provocative language. During a visit in September 2011, they even forced
themselves inside his home.

He and his petrified family members repeatedly told law enforcement agents presenting themselves at
his residence to arrange for interviews in the presence of lawyers (who later followed up with agencies)
– something law enforcement officials repeatedly declined to do.

Follow-ups by Samad’s lawyers – members of a free legal clinic named Clear, which is operated
by the law school at City University of New York – have not revealed the existence of any kind of formal
investigation tied to Samad and his family.
©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com 13
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Instead, the visits appear to be part of a larger tactic by law enforcement in the wide New York
area, keeping tabs on members of the Muslim community online and offline, using a variety of implicit
and explicit intimidating tactics.

The visits and threatening language have left Samad traumatized, verging on depression and deeply
worried for his future.

This week, following the tragic and deadly attacks in Brussels that killed 31 people and wounded
250 people, Republican presidential candidate Ted Cruz called for the US to “empower law enforcement
to patrol and secure Muslim neighborhoods before they become radicalized”.

They told me they were watching me. They were watching my every move. They knew every
message I sent Ahsan Samad
As an example for the rest of the country to follow, the senator pointed to New York, where the police
department launched a “demographics unit” after the 9/11 attacks. The at-first-secret unit, which was
brought to public light by a Pulitzer-winning series of investigations by the AP in 2011, was in effect
a domestic spying operation that sought to map out the residential, social and business landscape of
American Muslims living in New York and the surrounding New Jersey area.

Crucially, according to the commanding officer of the NYPD’s own intelligence division who ar-
rived in 2006 and testified in court on the matter in 2012, the unit’s activities led to no leads or terrorist
investigations whatsoever. In other words, the program was seemingly ineffective.

Since the unit’s existence was revealed, its practices have been the basis for multiple civil rights
lawsuits. Of note is the Raza v City of New York case, which was settled this January, having succeeded
in prompting a number of significant changes and limitations in mass surveillance practices.

The suit claimed that since 2002, the NYPD had engaged in the unlawful policy and practice of
religious profiling and suspicionless, blanket surveillance, dedicating itself to the “total surveillance of
Muslims” in the New York area. This resulted in the violation of constitutional rights for equal protection
and the right to freely exercise religion, the successful lawsuit asserted.

While the demographics unit was officially disbanded in 2014, its findings are still used, critics
say, and its foundational principles and methodologies are still utilized and dispensed.
Ted Cruz campaign’s anti-Muslim propagandists called ‘terrifying’
Read more
The episode Samad remembers most vividly was the second visit, which dates to late September 2011.
During that visit, two officers who he says refused to fully identify themselves stormed his house under
false claims that a child had called 911 (there was no child in the house at the time).

The two officers then admitted they were there to speak to the plumber himself. When Samad in-
formed the two he would speak to them, but only with the presence of his lawyers – the Clear pro bono
lawyers he had managed to find through word of mouth – what came back was vastly intimidating.

“They told me they were watching me. They were watching my every move. They knew every
contact in my cellphone and every message I sent. They said that I would come to regret this and that
they were going to take me down.”

The following year, while seeking to return home from a visit to see a friend in Canada, Samad
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was informed he had been placed on a no-fly list, on which he stayed until early this year.

Ramzi Kassem, a law professor at CUNY and the founding director of Clear, says that Samad’s
placement on the no-fly list was most likely a retaliation for his failure to willingly speak to officers
without lawyers. Kassem has seen this happen in other cases, he says, with placement on no-fly lists
used as a retaliatory tactic by law enforcement after approached members of the Muslim community had
refused to become informants.

Through correspondence with the NYPD, lawyers at Clear managed to obtain information that
Samad had been targeted because of having allegedly posted online an article written by a third party
in defense of moderate-turned-radical Islamic preacher Anwar al-Awlaki. Samad, who says he used the
internet to learn more about his religion and describes himself as religious but not excessively so, did not
recall posting the article, but pointed out that many of the educational videos about Islam on YouTube
were by al-Awlaki, often with tens of thousands, if not millions, of views.

But Kassem (who did not confirm his client’s posting of the article) highlights that internet post-
ings expressing an opinion are constitutionally protected activities, and that policing thought as a
way of preventing or predicting violent action bases itself on unproven – potentially even disproven –
“radicalization theories” used by law enforcement agencies, guidelines that are set to be taken down.

Protesters at a rally near NYPD headquarters in New York, August 2014.
Facebook Twitter Pinterest
Protesters at a rally near NYPD headquarters in New York, August 2014. Photograph: Seth Wenig/AP
Living with the feeling of being watched and targeted took a huge toll on Samad’s every day life and
plans.
In 2012, he broke off a romantic attachment with a woman he had hoped to marry, deeming marriage
and children impossible prospects under his current circumstances. “It is not fair to inflict this situation
on anyone else,” he explains.

His mental state has been touch and go too. “The manly side of me doesn’t want to acknowledge
depression, but then I must admit I have been feeling a bit of it,” he says.

Samad says he often worries when the bell rings. He never knows when the next visit will come.

“I was frightened of a mental breakdown. Luckily, that hasn’t happened yet. But the tool of fear:
it definitely works,” he says, adding he feels like he is being subjected to a form of “psychological
warfare”.

As extraordinary as this may sound from the outside, for lawyers, scholars, advocates and Muslim
community leaders and members, Samad’s story is relatively benign.

“These are common sub-judicial mechanisms often employed by law enforcement to coerce coop-
eration from members of the Muslim community to scrutinize and inform on their own,” says Omar
Farah, a staff attorney at the Center for Constitutional Rights.

“These kinds of informal interactions – visits and seemingly casual meetings with people at their
workplace or homes – are part of a larger pattern of intimidation,” Farah adds, saying such intimidation
is part of a post-9/11 pattern of law enforcement excess and abuse on the Muslim community.

Rabia Ahsin, a New Yorker and 25-year-old graduate student at Columbia University, says that
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she grew up assuming she and fellow Muslim community members were being watched.

These seemingly casual meetings with people at their workplace or homes are part of a larger pat-
tern of intimidation
Omar Farah, staff attorney, Center for Constitutional Rights
“In the beginning it felt like urban legends, but then everyone had stories or had heard stories. We knew
about informants and undercovers well before the AP reports came out.”

Ahsin recalls being in high school with a Muslim girl who once posted a distasteful comment
about bombs on social media. The next thing she knew, the police were banging at her door. “It was
quite clearly a joke,” Ahsin says. “But she was Muslim, so they turned up at her door.”

She also remembers being warned off Palestinian solidarity activism at Brooklyn College as an
undergraduate student. “People started telling me to be careful. They said that not all people saying they
are Muslim are. People are watching, they said.”

In Ahsin’s case, she later found out that a woman at her college, who had publicly converted to
Islam and been taken in by her circle, was indeed an undercover police officer.

She says the sensation of being watched has left her feeling she cannot safely have any kind of
conversation about ideas or policies safely – not even in the classroom, where such debates are encour-
aged.

For Samad, harassing visits have led him and his family to reconsider whether they should remain
in the US, even if they are all American citizens.

“It feels like you are under attack all the time, but you can’t even turn to the authorities. They are
the ones doing it. I know I am supposed to have rights as a citizen, but I think they have a different
rulebook for people like me, for Muslim Americans.”

This article was amended on 27 March 2016. An earlier version said the NYPD’s Muslim surveil-
lance program was “an effective domestic spying operation”. That should have said the program was
“in effect a domestic spying operation”.

In the NEWS:

[3]Muslim woman mown down by far-right activist during anti-Islam rally in the Brussels’ Molen-
beek | Daily Mail Online

1. http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/mar/27/american-muslim-surveillance-the-emotional-t
oll
2. https://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2015/11/16/our-big-longitudinal-study-3-months-with-e
mpricial-evidence-are-you-a-british-or-western-muslim-if-so-this-is-how-the-state-watches-su
rveillance-you-as-potential-terroristcriminalized-24/
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3520777/Muslim-woman-mown-grinning-far-right-activi
st-stops-PICTURE-anti-Islam-rally-troubled-Brussels-district-Molenbeek.html
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1.3.1 Our Memorable Photo of Iraq War 2003: Bloodied & Shell-Shocked Chil-
dren (2016-04-16 12:26)

Rem this iconic, disturbing, haunting photo of Iraq War 2003; look @ the boy leaning on the wall;
seriously study his face and expression, for those acquianted and familiar with shell-shocked people this
is how it looks - frozen innocence.

The child is not just shell-shocked but also covered with blood as the rest. This is war.

[1]

1. https://highfieldsoffice.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/cgfcbcowqaeaxfr.jpg
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1.4.1 Guardian REVEALS what we WARNED you Against ’Help For Syria’ etc
(2016-05-03 09:29)

So most recent after the formation of Help for Syria UK group and its announcement of a meeting near
us, Leicester’s Highfields area, to explain Syria etc We warned you all about this group (as we had about
others, incl. FMO, do a search for ’FMO’ here for more articles, also ’The Truth About ISIS etc), follow
this link for what and how we said it: [1]https://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2016/02/25/important-
urgent -leicester-muslims-boycott-this-coming-event-read-in-full/

The efforts recalls Cold War propaganda unit supported by BBC called research and development
centre or institute (IRD/RDC), or something similar, forgot exact name) played big part in Indonesia
coup.

Today the Guardian published these revelations nothing new from what we have already told you
in the link above (reprinted here in full):

Revealed: UK’s covert propaganda bid to stop Muslims joining Isis

Government unit uses community groups to spread counter-extremism messages but critics say it
risks alienating UK Muslims
©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com 21
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The government’s Ricu unit is based at the HomeOffice in London. Photograph: PeterMacdiarmid/Getty
Images

[2]Ian Cobain, [3]Alice Ross, [4]Rob Evansand [5]Mona Mahmood

Monday 2 May 2016 16.30 BST Last modified on Monday 2 May 2016 23.18 BST

The UK government has embarked on a series of clandestine propaganda campaigns intended to
bring about “attitudinal and behavioural change” among young British Muslims as part of a counter-
radicalisation programme.

In a sign of mounting anxiety across Whitehall over the persuasiveness of Islamic State’s online
propaganda, a secretive Home Office unit has developed a discreet multimillion pound counter-
messaging operation that it says privately is running at “industrial pace and scale”.

22 ©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com
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Inside Ricu, the shadowy propaganda unit inspired by the cold war

Read more

However, the methods of the Research, Information and Communications Unit (Ricu), which often
conceal the government’s role, will dismay some Muslims and may undermine confidence in the Prevent
counter-radicalisation programme, which already faces widespread criticism.

One Ricu initiative, which advertises itself as a campaign providing advice on how to raise funds
for Syrian refugees, has had face-to-face conversations with thousands of students at university freshers’
fairs without any students realising they were engaging with a government programme.

That campaign, called Help for Syria, has distributed leaflets to 760,000 homes without the recipi-
ents realising they were government communications.

Much of Ricu’s work is outsourced to a London communications company, Breakthrough Media
Network, which has produced dozens of websites, leaflets, videos, films, Facebook pages, Twitter feeds
and online radio content, with titles such as The Truth about Isis and Help for Syria.

©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com 23
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[6] Facebook [7] Twitter [8] Pinterest

The Truth about Isis website. Photograph: ScreengrabBreakthrough also organises events at schools
and universities and works closely with a number of grassroots Muslim organisations to disseminate
messages and campaigns challenging extremism that the company has developed as part of its Ricu
contract.

Breakthrough also helped form a PR company that promoted the work of the grassroots organisa-
tions to journalists.

’You worry they could take your kids’: is the Prevent strategy demonising Muslim schoolchildren?

Read more

The community groups said their relationship with Ricu helps them get their own messages to a wider
audience, and that they retain editorial control over counter-radicalisation communications.
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However, a series of Ricu and Breakthrough documents seen by the Guardian show that Ricu pri-
vately says it is the one retaining editorial control, including over the products produced as part of these
partnerships.

In one document, Breakthrough suggests that while the community groups are consulted at sev-
eral stages of the project, final approval should be Ricu’s.

A former Breakthrough employee said communications campaigns were designed according to ob-
jectives set by Ricu, and that the government closely oversaw the progress of products and had final
signoff.

The messages are targeted at “Prevent audiences”, which are defined as British Muslims, particu-
larly males, aged 15 to 39.

The Home Office is highly defensive of Ricu’s work. One senior official acknowledged the unit
was engaged in propaganda campaigns but said: “All we’re trying to do is stop people becoming suicide
bombers.”

[9] Facebook [10] Twitter [11] Pinterest

Islamic State fighters in Raqqa, Syria. Ricu’s campaign is aimed at preventing UKMuslims from joining
militants. Photograph: ReutersWestminster’s intelligence and security committee, which oversees Ricu,
says it believes the unit’s work is an important element of the Prevent strategy. Andrew Stunell, a former
Liberal Democrat minister who was involved in drawing up counter-extremism policies in the coalition
government, said he believed it to be “sound and reasonable” to support community groups that were
promoting moderation, and that he was neutral on the question of whether government involvement
should be acknowledged.

Prevent strategy ’sowing mistrust and fear in Muslim communities’
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Read more

Several other former government ministers familiar with Ricu’s work insisted it was an essential com-
ponent of the government’s efforts to counter Isis propaganda. They declined to be identified, however,
with one saying this was because the work was classified.

One former minister said it would be “naive” to suggest the government could openly communi-
cate its counter-radicalisation messages. But another, who is broadly supportive of Ricu, said he
believed the deception involved in the dissemination of the messages could damage trust between the
government and Muslim citizens.

Critics of Ricu’s behavioural change programme say they fear it could cause serious damage to
the relationship between the government and Muslims.

Imran Khan, the human rights lawyer who represented the family of murdered London teenager
Stephen Lawrence, said: “If the government wants its Muslim citizens to listen to it, it needs to be
trusted. And to be trusted, it needs to be honest. What is happening here is not honest, it’s deeply
deceptive.

“Furthermore, this government needs to stop thinking of young British Muslims as some sort of
fifth column that it needs to deal with.”

Frances Webber, vice-chair of the Institute of Race Relations, said the programme risked under-
mining, rather than amplifying, the work of Muslim civil society if it appeared that groups had been
co-opted to a government agenda.

Frances Webber: ‘The Prevent model is irretrievably tainted.’She said: “The community groups are in
a double bind; if they don’t disclose government support and it’s revealed, they lose trust. If they do
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disclose it, they lose trust.

“The government should be asking itself, why is that? The answer is that the whole [12]Prevent
model is irretrievably tainted. The government’s counter-radicalisation policy is trying to channel
thought, speech and ideas into a fairly narrow concept of what’s acceptable, and everything else is
becoming potentially ‘pre-criminal’.”

Some senior government officials who have been closely involved with Prevent also have severe
misgivings about how Ricu’s programme is being delivered and believe [13]some Prevent initiatives
have been poorly conceived and not properly evaluated. “Prevent isn’t working,” said one. “We know
that because Prevent isn’t preventing.”

The aim of the propaganda campaign is set out in a series of documents. Help for Syria, for example,
which describes itself as “providing advice and guidance for anyone who wants to raise money and aid
for Syria”, was “designed, delivered and … maintain[ed]” on behalf of Ricu and the Foreign Office to
“influence conversations among young British Muslims” and reduce the desire to travel to the region.

Ricu staff, who include social psychologists and anthropologists as well as counter-terrorism offi-
cials and marketing strategists, describe their work as strategic communications rather than propaganda.

Breakthrough also privately says that one objective of its Ricu work is to promote “a reconciled
British Muslim identity”.

The company goes to considerable lengths to conceal Ricu’s involvement in its work. A number
of staff are security-cleared and new recruits are expected to sign non-disclosure agreements. The
company has also offered to wipe computer hard drives after work has been delivered to the Home
Office and to use mobile phones that can be disabled if lost or stolen.

[14] Facebook [15] Twitter [16] Pinterest

David Cameron at the UN in September, where he announced a UK-based ‘strategic communications
cell’ to wage a “propaganda war’ against Isis. Photograph: Xinhua/Rex ShutterstockBreakthrough is
understood to say that its relationship with Ricu is not covert, and that it is up to the community groups
to decide whether they disclose the government’s support.

However, in documents seen by the Guardian, Breakthrough says it accepts that “any content or
messaging attributed to the state are highly unlikely to have any credibility among these audiences” and
that disclosure of the government’s role would have a “negative impact on … the product, Ricu, Prevent
and the Home Office’s reputation”.
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Prevent gives people permission to hate Muslims – it has no place in schools

Fahid Qurashi

Read more

Several sources say some of the campaign material has been tested on focus groups of young British
Muslims without acknowledging its connection to Prevent.

One of Ricu’s primary tasks is to monitor online conversations among what it describes as vulner-
able communities. After products are released, Ricu staff monitor “key forums” for online conversations
to “track shifting narratives”, one of the documents shows.

Strategic communications is defined by the UK government as “the systematic and coordinated
use of all means of communication to deliver UK national security objectives by influencing the attitudes
and behaviours of individuals, groups and states”.

With the public unaware of how strategic communications operations are being conducted, the
government has made a number of public announcements about its investment in such campaigns.

Last September, David Cameron announced at a UN leaders’ conference in New York that his
government would spend £10m on a UK-based “strategic communications cell” in order to wage what
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he candidly described as a “propaganda war” against Isis.

The Home Office issued a statement saying it was working with communities, civil society groups and
individuals to counter the “twisted narrative” of terrorists and extremists.

“We are proud of the support Ricu has provided to organisations working on the frontline to chal-
lenge the warped ideology of groups such as Daesh [Isis], and to protect communities,” the statement
said.

“This work can involve sensitive issues, vulnerable communities and hard-to-reach audiences, and
it has been important to build relationships out of the media glare. We respect the bravery of individuals
and organisations who choose to speak out against violence and extremism and it is right that we support
and protect them.

“Our guiding principle has to be whether or not any organisation we work with is itself happy to
talk publicly about what they do. At the same time we are as open as we can be and have referenced the
role of Ricu in publications and in parliament.”

The Guardian understands that the Home Office and the Foreign Office are about to embark on an
expanded programme of strategic communications initiatives.

Reporting team: Ian Cobain, Alice Ross, Rob Evans, Mona Mahmood, Nick Fielding and Safak
Timur

UPDATED sat 07, April 2016

[17]MAX HASTINGS: As Lib Dem loser Danny Alexander leads parade of ministers and mandarins
cashing in on their time in office with plum jobs ... IT STINKS!

[18]Nice work if you can get it! Exposed: Ex-ministers and civil servants whose work in public sector
opens doors to lucrative private jobs
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[19]All aboard the gravy train from Whitehall to gold-plated jobs in the City (and here are some of the
VERY well-paid passengers)

[20]Kicked out by the voters, now Danny Alexander’s doing deals for China: Watchdog allows big
payday for Lib Dem ex-minister

[21]How military chiefs switch sides to work for arms companies: Defence minister who signed multi-
million deal for equipment now works for firm that provided it

[22]Former Health Secretary’s new role at drugs giant: Andrew Lansley hits back at claims his work in
the sector is inappropriate

[23]DAILY MAIL COMMENT: How public service is used for private gain
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